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We use cookies and similar tools to enhance your shopping experience, to provide our
services, understand how customers use our services so we can make improvements, and
display ads, including interest-based ads. Approved third parties also use these tools in
connection with our display of ads. If you do not want to accept all cookies or would like to
learn more about how we use cookies, click "Customise cookies". Your question may be
answered by sellers, manufacturers or customers who bought this product. Please make sure
that you've entered a valid question. You can edit your question or post anyway. Please enter a
question. Select Your Cookie Preferences We use cookies and similar tools to enhance your
shopping experience, to provide our services, understand how customers use our services so
we can make improvements, and display ads, including interest-based ads. Sorry, there was a
problem saving your cookie preferences. Try again. Accept Cookies Customise Cookies.
Loading recommendations for you. Adding to basket Added to Basket. Not Added. Item is in
your basket. View Basket Proceed to checkout. We do not have any recommendations at this
time. Usually dispatched within 5 to 7 days. US imports may differ from local products.
Additional terms apply. Learn More. Amazon Global Store International products have separate
terms, are sold from abroad and may differ from local products, including fit, age ratings, and
language of product, labeling or instructions. Manufacturer warranty will not apply. Learn more
about Amazon Global Store. Quantity: 1 2 Quantity: 1. Add to Basket. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Dispatched from and sold
by Amazon US. Details Pick up your parcel at a time and place that suits you. Choose from over
13, locations across the UK Prime members get unlimited deliveries at no additional cost How
to order to an Amazon Pickup Location? Find your preferred location and add it to your address
book Dispatch to this address when you check out Learn more. Free delivery on your first order.
Select the 'Free delivery on first order' option at checkout. Click here to learn more. Special
offers and product promotions Discover our selection of tuning products and tune up your car.
Create a free account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please
try your search again later. Product information Technical Details. For exceptions and
conditions, see Return details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyses
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from
United Kingdom. There are 0 reviews and 0 ratings from United Kingdom. Unlimited One-Day
Delivery and more. There's a problem loading this menu at the moment. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Audible
Download Audiobooks. DPReview Digital Photography. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Amazon Business Service for business customers. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or
customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you've entered a valid question. You
can edit your question or post anyway. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. Loading
recommendations for you. Adding to Cart Added to Cart. Not Added. Item is in your Cart. View
Cart Proceed to checkout. We do not have any recommendations at this time. Arrives: 25 - 29
March Fastest delivery: 8 - 12 March. Usually dispatched within 5 to 7 days. US imports may
differ from local products. Additional terms apply. Learn More. Amazon Global Store
International products have separate terms and are sold from abroad and may differ from local
products including fit, age rating, and language of product, labeling, or instructions.
Manufacturer warranty may not apply but you may have other rights under law. Learn more
about Amazon Global Store. Quantity: 1 2 Quantity: 1. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Amazon US.
Sold by. Genuine Toyota Sensor Wire. This fits your. Amazon Outlet Store. Shop discounted
overstock products from Amazon Outlet Store Shop now. Product Information Technical
Details. Customers who bought this item also bought. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Genuine Toyota Knock
Control Sensor. Dorman Knock Sensor Harness. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. See questions and answers.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyses reviews to
verify trustworthiness. Review this product Share your thoughts with other customers. Write a
customer review. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from Australia. There are 0
reviews and 0 ratings from Australia. Top reviews from other countries. Verified Purchase.
Bought for 3VZE will not fit it is square is round. Report abuse. Works perfectly. Good quality.

Did not fit my due to part change mid year on the model. My bad. I used this part to repair my
toyota pick up. See all reviews. Back to top. Get to Know Us. This listing is for part or
sub-assembly number given below only. Orders are ready for shipping within one business day
of ordering. Your satisfaction with our parts and delivery is our primary concern. A in original
packaging and part number tag must be intact. B in good condition i. Not installed, damaged
due to incorrect installation, missing parts, hardware, or instructions. Your part will be
inspected and a decision made as to the condition of the part within 2 BUSINESS days after
receiving and you will be refunded or exchange customer's choice for a part or the amount,
minus shipping. Our aim is your satisfaction. We will work with you outside of these parameters
as long as it's reasonable and logical to do so. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this
item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture
Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy
returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or
get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab.
Seller information autopartsworlds Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item
Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from
watch list. Watch list is full. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab. Item location:. Ann Arbor, Michigan, United States. Ships to:. United States and
many other countries See details. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs
duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. Estimated between Tue. Delivery times may vary,
especially during peak periods. Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and
import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc.
Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your
convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed.
Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were
unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this.
Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part
is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A
quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained in this table have been
provided by autopartsworlds. Other Parts. Roof Rack. Shipping and handling. This item will ship
to Ukraine , but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new
window or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be
calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code. No additional import charges at delivery! This item
will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn
more - opens in a new window or tab. There are items available. Please enter a number less than
or equal to Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic
handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. Payment
details. Payment methods. This is a private listing and your identity will not be disclosed to
anyone except the seller. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in
category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter
- opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to
Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. International Priority
Shipping. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers or customers who
bought this product. Please make sure that you've entered a valid question. You can edit your
question or post anyway. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. Currently unavailable.
We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock. Genuine Toyota Sensor Wire. Product
infor
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mation Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Have a question? There
was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. See questions and

answers. No customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? To calculate the overall star rating
and percentage breakdown by star, we do not use a simple average. Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyses reviews to verify trustworthiness. Review this product Share your thoughts with
other customers. Write a customer review. Most helpful customer reviews on Amazon. Verified
Purchase. Bought for 3VZE will not fit it is square is round. Works perfectly. Good quality. Did
not fit my due to part change mid year on the model. My bad. I used this part to repair my toyota
pick up. Go to Amazon. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Alexa
Actionable Analytics for the Web. DPReview Digital Photography.

